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Abstract
Text style transfer (TST) aims to control at-
tributes in a given text without changing the
content. The matter gets complicated when
the boundary separating two styles gets blurred.
We can notice similar difficulties in the case of
parallel datasets in spoken and written genres.
Genuine spoken features like filler words and
repetitions in the existing spoken genre parallel
datasets are often cleaned during transcription
and translation, making the texts closer to writ-
ten datasets. This poses several problems for
spoken genre-specific tasks like simultaneous
speech translation. This paper seeks to address
the challenge of improving spoken language
translations. We start by creating a genre clas-
sifier for individual sentences and then try two
approaches for data augmentation using written
examples: (1) a novel method that involves as-
sembling and disassembling spoken and written
neural machine translation (NMT) models, and
(2) a rule-based method to inject spoken fea-
tures. Though the observed results for (1) are
not promising, we get some interesting insights
into the solution. The model proposed in (1)
fine-tuned on the synthesized data from (2) pro-
duces naturally looking spoken translations for
written→spoken genre transfer in En-Hi trans-
lation systems. We use this system to produce
a second-stage En-Hi synthetic corpus, which
however lacks appropriate alignments of ex-
plicit spoken features across the languages. For
the final evaluation, we fine-tune Hi-En spoken
translation systems on the synthesized parallel
corpora. We observe that the parallel corpus
synthesized using our rule-based method pro-
duces the best results.

1 Introduction

Style transfer has been one of the well-studied tasks
in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Most
of the earlier works using deep learning were in
the domain of Computer Vision (CV; Gatys et al.,
2016; Zhu et al., 2017). The task of text style
transfer (TST) saw a surge in research interests

<Hi>हम श� ए�ेिडंग पर चचा� कर� गे।  
<En> We will be discussing word embeddings.

<Hi>तो अम हम श� ए�ेिडं� के बारे म� बात कर� गे  |  
<En> So um we will be talking about word embeddings.

difference in "word formality"

Lexical filler words

Non-lexical fillers
Written

Spoken

Figure 1: Text style transfer from written to spoken
parallel sentences.

after the inception of attention-based sequence-to-
sequence text generation models. The essence of
any of the tasks under TST is bringing changes
in certain stylistic attributes while preserving the
content. One such task is creating synthetic spo-
ken parallel data using a written one (Figure 1).
The task is novel, and minimal work is publicly
available where both spoken and written genres are
addressed distinctly.

Because of its easy maintenance and availability,
written data have been extensively experimented
with. This works for most tasks; however, with the
increasing popularity of processing speech, such
as simultaneous translation of spoken language,
the need for speech-specific data grows. However,
transcribing large volumes of audio datasets is a
tedious and costly process. In addition, creating a
parallel dataset for such tasks requires the further
step of translation. Applying methods of TST can
offer a solution to this problem by utilizing the
available large amount of written parallel text.

The utilization of written parallel data for the cre-
ation of spoken ones is not straightforward. A ma-
jor issue with this task is having a clear distinction
between spoken and written genres. Spoken genre
spans a broad spectrum with spontaneous conver-
sations or speeches at one extreme and prepared
speeches at the other one. The lack of spontaneity
in the latter case can make sentences indistinguish-
able from the written genre. The existing parallel
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datasets rarely contain genuine examples of sponta-
neous speech, as most of the filler words and pauses
are cleaned while transcribing audio samples.

Most works in the field do not address the chal-
lenge of transfer between two similar linguistic
styles. Since most of them are based on data-driven
approaches, they are prone to failing in this setting
due to insufficiently distinct features of the two
genres. The common alternative, simple rule-based
approaches model only content-independent fea-
tures. We thus see a need for a combination of both
approaches.

The main objective of this paper is to improve
spoken translation systems. We address the lack
of parallel spontaneous speech corpora using TST
from written genre to spoken genre in the context
of NMT. In this work, we try different data augmen-
tation methods to construct synthetic spoken-style
parallel dataset from existing written genre parallel
datasets. We inject disfluencies in both languages
on the phrase level. Even though not all disfluen-
cies are consistent across languages in real life, we
try to preserve them in the constructed parallel data,
at least on the phrase level.

We propose a data-driven approach involving
NMT models from both genres. We combine the
encoders and decoders extracted from translation
systems trained on each of the genres separately.
We also propose a rule-based method for construct-
ing spoken-style parallel data by injecting spoken
features at the phrase-level to existing written par-
allel datasets. We check the applicability of the cre-
ated synthetic parallel datasets for Hindi-English
spoken language translation systems. To summa-
rize, the main contributions of this paper are:

• We propose and implement a genre classifier
for individual sentences.

• We propose a seq-to-seq model for translating
from written genre to spoken genre.

• We provide a rule-based method for synthe-
sizing spoken-style data from written genre
examples.

• We evaluate the effectiveness of our genre
transfer methods on a spoken language trans-
lation system for En-Hi language pair.

We discuss work related to our approach in Sec-
tion 2. We provide an overview of the used datasets

in Section 3. We describe our proposed genre clas-
sifier in Section 4 and continue with our data aug-
mentation methods in Sections 5 and 6. We provide
analysis of the results in Section 7. We discuss
some alternatives and future directions in Section 8
and finally conclude our paper in Section 9.

We publish our source code, and pre-trained
models on GitHub. 1

2 Related Works

Our work touches upon three topics: Neural Ma-
chine Translation (Section 2.1), Text Style Trans-
fer (Section 2.2), and Evaluation of Stylised Texts
(Section 2.3).

2.1 Neural Machine Translation (NMT)

Since the advent of encoder-decoder-based meth-
ods (Cho et al., 2014), NMT has seen an uninter-
rupted flow of research interests. When given a
large amount of training data, it has performed sig-
nificantly better than the traditional methods. There
has been considerable focus on techniques such as
transfer learning (Zoph et al., 2016; Lakew et al.,
2018) and data augmentation (Sennrich et al., 2016;
Nguyen et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2020) to tackle the
problem of low-resource settings. There has also
been a limited amount of work on studying stylistic
features in NMT outputs. For instance, Niu et al.
(2017) use the lexical formality model to control
the formality level of the NMT outputs. Wu et al.
(2021) propose a bidirectional knowledge transfer
framework to produce stylized translations.

2.2 Text Style Transfer (TST)

TST aims to control the stylistic attributes of a
given text without changing the content. Stylis-
tic attributes can range from politeness, formal-
ity, etc., to literary writing style. Some of the ear-
lier works include Yan (2016); Ghazvininejad et al.
(2016) for style transfer in poetry, Jhamtani et al.
(2017) for Shakespearizing modern English, dos
Santos et al. (2018) for controlling offensive lan-
guage, and many more. However, due to the lack
of parallel datasets, most of the solutions in TST
revolve around unsupervised methods. Replacing
style-specific words is one of the trivial and earlier
solutions. However, the complexity of a natural
language text can make this approach visibly sub-
optimal. One of the popular techniques is to disen-
tangle the content and style dimensions in the latent

1https://github.com/knalin55/Genre-Transfer-in-NMT
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lex_fil nlex_fil fp rep ph_abbr mean_len
en hi en hi en hi en hi en hi en hi

Online Lec 38 37 2 0 21 21 11 4 8 - 23 25
OpenSub 1 1 0 0 18 18 0 0 22 - 6 7
Wikipedia 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 - 18 21
VOICE 2.0 26 - 21 - 25 - 25 - 12 - 15 -

Table 1: Data sources and some of their spoken features (out of 50 randomly examples).

space representing the input text (John et al., 2019;
Yamshchikov et al., 2019). Although most recent
works focus on this approach, they have a rather
limited control over the model. Another interest-
ing approach, which has gained popularity recently,
is supervised training on a pseudo-parallel data.
Prabhumoye et al. (2018) use back-translation for
semantic preservation and adversarial training to
generate texts in a specific style.

2.3 Evaluation of Stylised Texts
Evaluation for TST is challenging due to the sub-
jectivity of styles. According to Mir et al. (2019),
there are broadly three aspects of evaluation: style
accuracy, content preservation, and natural and flu-
ent output. In our case, along with these three
aspects, we also need to ensure the translational
equivalence of the sentences. Stylistic features
are often independent of a set of particular lexi-
cons. Thus, building a rule-based classifier is not
so straightforward. A deep learning-based data-
driven classifier can solve the issue but it faces data
scarcity. Moreover, capturing content preservation
using automatic evaluation metrics is even more
challenging due to their reliance on similarity of
the candidate translation and the reference. With
style change, this similarity can be failing. For
Wu et al. (2021), the objective is similar to ours.
They trained a BERT-based classifier for the classi-
fication of formality. They use a language model
for checking the fluency of the translated output,
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) for the evaluation
of translated outputs, and human evaluation for
checking overall quality.

There are undoubtedly multiple parameters for
judging the quality of stylized texts. Thus, we need
to have multiple metrics covering all aspects. In
our work, use BLEU to check translation quality, a
genre classifier for style quality, and manual evalu-
ation to check fluency and overall quality.

3 Data

We use the Samanantar corpus for our experiments.
We split the corpus into written and spoken parts

using the data sources. We consider sources from
lectures (Coursera, NPTEL, KhanAcademy, and
Kurzgesagt), and OpenSubtitles belonging to the
spoken genre, and Wikipedia to the written genre.
There are abundant examples where sentences have
lexical filler words; however, very few contain non-
lexical fillers or repetitions.

We have a total of 171, 416 parallel sentences for
the spoken genre and 216, 183 for the written one.
We separate 5, 000 sentences as a test set, 10, 000
as validation set, and the remaining sentences as
a training set. We ensure no training sentence ap-
pears in the test or validation data.

Table 1 provides some statistics for spoken fea-
tures of randomly sampled 50 sentences from each
of our data sources. We calculate mean length of
sentences over the whole data source.

3.1 Online Lectures

Online learning platforms are a great source of
spoken genre data. Though they cannot be cat-
egorized as entirely spontaneous and are cer-
tainly well-prepared, they can contain a sub-
stantial amount of filler words. We cluster the
sources KhanAcademy, Coursera, Nptel, and
Kurzgesagt together as online lectures. Table 1
shows they have longer sentences, and a consid-
erable number of them have lexical filler words
(lex_fil). However, all these filler words are in the
form of sentence connectors (like, so, OK, well,
etc.), and almost none of the examples had non-
lexical fillers (nlex_fil) like, ermm, umm, uh, etc.
42% of the examples were in first-person (fp), 22%
of the En examples had repetitions (8% of Hi ex-
amples; we suspect repetitions were removed while
generating translations) and only 16% contained
phonological abbreviations (ph_abbr). In summary,
43 out of 50 randomly sampled En sentences con-
tained some form of listed spoken features. Though
the spoken style quality and spontaneity of the spo-
ken sources are substandard, these examples are
the best we could have for the Hi language in the
given genre.
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Feature Input text envoice enbase

None She later expressed regret for having cited an inaccurate study 0 0
Sentence conn So she later regretted for having cited an inaccurate study 1 1
First person I later regretted for having cited an inaccurate study 1 1
Filler word She later regretted er erm for having cited an inaccurate study 1 0
Filler word She later regretted umm for having cited an inaccurate study 0 0
Repetition She later regretted for for having cited an inaccurate study 0 0

Figure 2: En genre classifiers’ predictions compared against different spoken features. The first example is of
written genre (0, as predicted by both models enbase and envoice), while the rest are from spoken genre (1, which is
not always predicted).

3.2 OpenSubtitles

OpenSubtitles is a collection of multilingual par-
allel corpora compiled from an extensive database
of movies and TV subtitles. Since the dialogues
and conversations are well rehearsed and prepared,
they seem to have fewer fillers and repetitions (see
Table 1). They also have shorter sentences. The
sentences are understandably of the spoken genre;
however, the lack of fillers and other spoken fea-
tures might hurt the classifier and our MT model.

3.3 Wikipedia

Wikipedia is one of the most experimented written
genre datasets available in the field. As expected,
none of the randomly sampled examples contained
any filler words or repetition.

3.4 VOICE 2.0

We use an additional source of En spoken mono-
lingual corpus, VOICE 2.0 (Vienna-Oxford Inter-
national Corpus of English), to train our En genre
classifier. VOICE 2.0 is a collection of English spo-
ken data. We use it as our additional data source for
training our En genre classifier. Table 1 shows the
dataset has a considerable amount of repetitions
and filler words. The fillers contained a mix of
both non-lexical and lexical words. 46 of the 50
randomly sampled examples had at least one of the
spoken features mentioned in table. We take 62348
En sentences from the dataset for our classification
experiment.

4 Genre Classifier

Classifying genre plays a vital role in the evalua-
tion of genre transfer tasks. Majority of the papers
in TST use deep-learning-based classifiers to clas-
sify the specific style. Along the lines of existing
approaches, we train a BERT-based genre classifier.
We train two models: with and without VOICE 2.0
dataset for En classifier. Since we have parallel

Model Test f1 (%)
hibase 96.07
enbase 97.84
envoice 98.12

Table 2: Performance of genre classifiers

sentences, we can analyze the results for En and
draw also some conclusions for Hi language.

We use DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) as our
pretrained model for En language. It is a fast, cheap
and light Transformer model trained by distilling
BERT base. It has 40% fewer parameters and
is 60% faster than bert-base-uncased. We train
the model on En sentences from Samanatar cor-
pus (enbase) and Samanantar + VOICE 2.0 corpus
(envoice). We use HuggingFace trainer for our ex-
periments. We use the same tokenizer as Distil-
Bert and set the sequence max length to 256. We
train the models for 2 epochs with a batch size of
8 while keeping the best checkpoints at each 500
steps. We do not train the model further as its per-
formance stopped improving after 2 epochs. We
use 10000 sentences as test (comprised of exam-
ples from Samanantar and VOICE 2.0), 20000 sen-
tences as validation, and the remaining sentences
in the dataset as training data.

We use IndicBERT (Kakwani et al., 2020) as
our pretrained model for Hi genre classification.
IndicBERT is a multilingual AlBERT (Lan et al.,
2019) trained on 12 Indic languages. The model
has SOTA performance when compared to other
multilingual models. We train the model on Hi sen-
tences from OpenSubtitles, Online Lectures, and
Wikipedia in Samanantar corpus (hibase). We keep
the hyperparameters similar to the En classifiers.

4.1 Results

We evaluate our En models on the Samanantar +
VOICE 2.0 dataset test set. Since the training data
has examples from diverse domains, there is less
possibility for any bias towards a specific domain.

The En classifiers, enbase and envoice, give F1
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm to create a spoken sentence pair using a written sentence pair
1 Input ewritten, fwritten

2 Procedure gen_spoken(ewritten, fwritten):
3 espoken, fspoken← list(), list()
4 alignments = get_word_alignments(ewritten, fwritten)
5 phrase_align = get_phrase(alignments)
6 phrase_align.insert((init_fillere, init_fillerf ), index = 0) with some probability pi
7 for phrase ∈ phrase_align do
8 phrase← add_spoken_features(phrase) with some probability P
9 espoken.add(phrasee∀phrasee ∈ phrase_align)

10 fspoken.add(phrasef∀phrasef ∈ phrase_align)
11 return espoken, fspoken
12 Function get_phrase(word_alignments):
13 while len(word_alignments) does not decrease do
14 for aligni, aligni+1 ∈ word_alignments do
15 if step == 1 then
16 concat(aligni, aligni+1) if set(tgt(aligni)

⋃
tgt(aligni+1)) contains consecutive indices

17 else
18 concat(aligni, aligni+1) if src(aligni), src(aligni+1) overlap

19 return word_alignments

20 Function add_spoken_features(phrase, P):
21 fillerse, fillersf = set of filler words in lang e, lang f
22 with prob Pfill, phrasee, phrasef ← phrasee.append(fillerse[i]), phrasef .append(fillersf [i]) for some i
23 with prob Prep, phrasee, phrasef ← phrasee.append(phrasee[i :]), phrasef .append(phrasef [i :]) for

some i
24 return word_alignments

scores of 97.84 and 98.12 respectively (Table 2).
We consider envoice for our further experiments, as
it has slightly better performance than the other
one. To confirm the dependency of the model on
spoken features, we check its behavior on simi-
lar spoken and written genre sentences. Figure 2
clearly shows the dependence of the model envoice
on filler words and the use of the first person for the
given example. A similar conclusion can also be
drawn from Figure 3. It shows the last layer’s mean
attention scores for envoice model corresponding to
[CLS] token. It can be observed that the tokens
corresponding to So, er, erm have slightly higher
attention scores than the others.

However, it fails to recognize repetition as a
spoken feature. We suspect the lack of a significant
amount of text with repetitions can be attributed to
this behavior. The same can be observed for enbase
as well. Unlike the former model, enbase also fails
when non-lexical filler words are used. The fourth
example in Figure 2 makes another interesting case.
When the non-lexical filler em erm is replace with
umm, the model fails to predict it correctly.

We have performance of hibase similar to enbase.
Though it has the F1 score of 96.07%, it fairly
depends ONLY on first person and lexical fillers.

0.0611, 0.0617, 0.0589, 0.0606, 0.0624, 0.0628, 0.0618, 0.0575, 0.0556

[CLS] So she later er er ##m expressed regret 

for having cited an inaccurate study . [SEP]

0.0554, 0.0588, 0.0592, 0.0563, 0.0595, 0.0624, 0.0519, 0.0539

Figure 3: Attention scores of the last self-attention layer
(for envoice)

5 Rule-Based Injection of Spoken
Language Features

The ultimate objective of our work is to improve
translation quality of spoken language translation
systems. However, spoken parallel corpora are rare,
and the existing ones clearly lack spontaneity as
evident from our previous discussion. In this work,
we try to create spontaneous synthetic parallel cor-
pus using the written corpora.

We propose a rule-based data augmentation
method to add spoken features to the existing writ-
ten examples on the phrase level (see Algorithm
1). The spoken texts tend to have informal words.
They also have lesser content words with more
grammatical words. Thus, we first back-translate
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En (written): Krishnapuram is a village in Krishna district of the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh. 
Hi (written): कृ�ारावुपालॆ ंकृ�ा म� भारत के आ��देश रा� के अ�ग�त के कृ�ा िजले का एक गाँव है। 
En (spoken_bt): Actually here's a village in ehh the Indian state ofland. 
Hi (spoken_bt): वा�व म� अफगािन�ान म� भारतीय रा� म� भारत के भीतर भाग म� एक गाँव है अ। 
En (spoken): So Krishnapuram is a village in ehh Krishna district of the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh. 
Hi (spoken): तो कृ�ारावुपालॆ ंकृ�ा म� भारत के आ��देश रा� के अ�ग�त के कृ�ा िजले का एक गाँव है अ। 

En (written): She later expressed regret for having cited an inaccurate study. 
Hi (written): बाद म� उसने एक गलत अ�यन का हवाला देते �ए खेद �� िकया। 
En (spoken_bt): Later he err expressed regret by quoting a wrong study. 
Hi (spoken_bt): बाद म� उसने अ एक ग़लत अ�यन को उद्धृत करने के �ारा खेद �� त िकया । 
En (spoken): So she later expressed regret for having cited an inaccurate study. 
Hi (spoken): तो बाद म� उसने एक गलत अ�यन का हवाला देते �ए खेद �� िकया।

Figure 4: Two examples after applying algorithm 1. Highlighted sentences are of the written genre. spoken_bt
denotes examples after applying algorithm on back-translated sentences, while spoken is without back-translation

the written genre parallel sentences to normalize
them (Prabhumoye et al., 2018). We then create
word alignments between En and Hi sentences us-
ing multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). We
start with bigrams in the source language. Since we
are interested in phrase alignments, we keep those
bigrams with their indices of corresponding align-
ments belonging to a continuous span of numbers.
We combine two bigrams and their corresponding
alignments if they have overlapping indices. This
ensures we get valid phrases and their mapping
from En to Hi. We perform this combination pro-
cess until convergence. After identifying phrases
from the given word alignments, we add spoken
features like non-lexical filler words (erm, emm,
umm, eh, etc.), lexical filler words (so, like, etc.),
and repetitions on both source and target sides with
some probability P . We also add fillers at the be-
ginning of sentences with probability pi.

Figure 4 illustrates that back-translated outputs
don’t make enough sense. This can be attributed to
the low quality of our En→Hi and Hi→En NMT
models. Thus, we resort to using examples without
back-translation. We denote this model by Mrule.

6 NMT with Genre Transfer

The previous method fails to transfer spoken fea-
tures like informal words, and introducing more
grammatical words. To counter this, we try data
driven approaches. We stitch models trained on
written and spoken genres together. We use this
model to get translations across genres. We also try
experiments with fine-tuning the stitched model on
the augmented data created in Section 5.

We use pretrained NMT models by Tiedemann
and Thottingal (2020) to fine-tune on our task.
They train MarianMT (Junczys-Dowmunt et al.,

2018) model on OPUS corpus (Tiedemann and Ny-
gaard, 2004), and made the models publicly avail-
able. We fine-tune the models on the spoken and
written genre datasets and label them as Msp and
Mwr, respectively, for both translation directions.
We use Huggingface Trainer for our training pur-
poses. We train the spoken and written models for
10 epochs with a batch size of 8. We evaluate at ev-
ery 500 steps while using early stopping callback.
During inference, we stitch Msp and Mwr to get
Mmix. We use the models to translate from En (and
Hi) in written to Hi (and En) in spoken genre. We
evaluate the generated parallel data on the written
genre test set.

6.1 Model Stitching

During the training phase, for each translation di-
rection, we train the encoder-decoder based NMT
models on parallel data of styles wr (written)
and sp (spoken). We get four models eventually:
Mwr
en→hi, M

sp
en→hi, M

wr
hi→en, and M sp

hi→en. We
switch the encoders from sp models with wr mod-
els. We use the resulting model to translate text en
of genre wr to hi of genre sp (and wr hi to sp en).

In general, each model M j
i can be represented

with M j
i (x) = fdeci,j (fenci,j (x)), for i ∈ {en →

hi, hi → en} and j ∈ {wr, sp}. We hypothe-
size that fenci,j encodes input x in a latent space
independent of j. Thus, during inference (for x of
style wr), to get translations of style sp, we can
use fdeci,sp with fenci,wr.

6.2 Fine-tuning on Augmented Data

The previous method fails to give outputs in spon-
taneous spoken genre, as the existing training cor-
pora have very few spontaneous examples. Thus,
to get more natural-looking spontaneous spoken
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Model BLEU (%) spoken
Hi-En En-Hi En Hi

Mwr 34.31 35.11 2.33 3.19
Msp 18.00 20.51 20.55 11.31
Mmix 19.27 20.88 20.98 12.32
Mdata_aug 14.00 18.81 34.63 17.03
Mrule 46.93 76.09 21.70 15.05

Table 3: Overview of results. “% spoken” denotes pro-
portion of generated outputs labelled as spoken.

examples, we fine-tune our stitched model on the
augmented data to get better spoken translations.
We train it for 5 epochs while keeping other hyper-
parameters the same as the other experiments.

7 Results

7.1 Genre Preservation
We evaluate the performance of our spoken data
generation methods using automatic and manual
evaluation. We use BLEU to check the quality
of translations across genres and our BERT-based
genre classifiers for En and Hi to get an estimated
proportion of translated outputs in spoken genre.
For manual evaluation, we randomly sample 50
outputs and evaluate them for content preservation
(0-4; with 4: preserving all content, 2: one of con-
text or nouns is preserved, 0: nothing preserved)
and fluency (0-4; with 4 being most fluent).

Automatic and manual evaluation results can be
found in Tables 3 and 4, resp.

Mrule outperforms other data-driven models in
terms of BLEU, content preservation, and fluency
scores. This is expected, as the input sentences
stay the same apart from the injected spoken fea-
tures. Among the data-driven approaches, Mdata_aug
deviates the most from the input sentences. The
addition of explicit spoken features might be one
of the significant reasons.

Interestingly, even though the spoken and writ-
ten models are trained on a completely different
dataset, without any overlap, the outputs gener-
ated from Mmix are quite good. Msp has similar
performance to Mmix for En→Hi direction. En
verb forms, unlike Hi, are independent of the per-
son. This can be one of the reasons for having a
more generalized latent representation in the case
of genre-specific NMT. Thus, switching encoders
on the En side does not significantly affect the
score.

Even though the classifier is biased towards spe-
cific spoken features, we can still use it to evaluate
certain features. As expected, the genre score (“%
spoken” in Table 3) for Mwr is pretty low. Although

Content preservation Fluency
Hi-En En-Hi Hi-En En-Hi

Mwr 2.8 3.2 3.5 3.5
Msp 1.7 2.5 3.0 3.4
Mmix 2.2 2.5 3.3 3.5
Mdata_aug 2.0 2.2 2.9 3.2
Mrule 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Table 4: Manual evaluation results

the scores for other models are relatively low, they
are better than the written model. Mdata_aug per-
forms better than others in terms of the number
of spoken sentences generated. The outputs look
more naturally spoken than Mrule with less com-
plex words and more grammatical words. How-
ever, it fails to align the filler words and repetitions
in generated parallel data. This is obvious, as the
models have not seen the positions of explicit spo-
ken features in the other language. Also, since we
are translating sentences across genres, the model
seems to hallucinate while adding repetitions.

The model stitching method fails to inject even
the lexical fillers it has seen during training. Out of
50 randomly sampled sentences, only 4 contained
lexical features, contrary to the spoken training
data, where almost 75% of the sampled examples
contained such features. This is where Mdata_aug
and Mrule gets an advantage of controlling spoken
features. Another issue with all data-driven ap-
proaches is the quality difference between Hi-En
and En-Hi translation models. This affects the qual-
ity of parallel’ness of the augmented data.

Due to the difference in domains of written and
spoken genres, the data-driven approaches strug-
gle while handling proper nouns. This, along with
unnecessary repeated addition of spoken features,
results in a dip in performance of Mdata_aug. This,
however, can again be controlled by training it on
augmented data with different frequencies of spo-
ken features. The performance of Mdata_aug im-
proves with a decrease in the probability of the ad-
dition of spoken features. However, the alignment
problem of such features still bothers the quality
of generated parallel data. This is clearly handled
during the rule-based approach, which makes it
perform better than the other approaches.

7.2 Spoken Translation Quality

We check the utility of our spoken data genera-
tion methods via Msp. We fine-tune Msp further on
50k parallel data created using Mmix, Mdata_aug, and
our rule-based method Mrule. We label the models
as SMM_Mix, SMM_data_aug, and SMdata_aug respec-
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En: er so er i mean i i think erm you can be from er another country and i mean two different countries and then
use a third language as linguafranca and then i think then it's a l- lingua franca 
Hi (Msp): मेरा मतलब है िक मुझे लगता है िक आप एक और देश से हो सकते ह� और मेरा मतलब है िक दो अलग-अलग देश और िफर
एक तीसरी भाषा का उपयोग मािफया के �प म� कर�  और िफर मुझे लगता है िक यह एक ली-िलंगीका है। 
Hi (SMdata_aug): तो अ मेरा मतलब है अ� मुझे लगता है िक आप िकसी दूसरे देश से अ हो सकते ह� और मेरा मतलब है िक दो
अलग-अलग देश ह� और िफर लंगुिफया के �प म� एक तीसरी भाषा का उपयोग कर�  और िफर मुझे लगता है िक यह एक ल-�आका है। 

En: er i don't i don't know if a- a- am i right
Hi (Msp): म� नही ंजानता िक अगर एक-म� सही �ँ-
Hi (SMdata_aug): अ म� नही ंजानता िक म� नही ंजानता िक �ा - म� सही �ं 

Figure 5: Two example outputs on VOICE dataset using Msp and SMdata_aug

hi-en en-hi
Msp 44.04 44.47
SMM_mix 33.98 39.65
SMM_data_aug 19.53 19.34
SMdata_aug 33.97 39.65

Table 5: BLEU scores of spoken translation systems on
spoken test set from Samanantar (non-spontaneous)

tively. We first test the models on the test set of
spoken parallel data from Samanantar using BLEU
(Table 5). We also evaluate the En→Hi spoken
translation system on VOICE 2.0 dataset manually
(Table 6). Precisely, we use content preservation
scores, fluency and spoken feature scores. We use
spoken feature scores (Ft_sc.; +2 for fillers; +2
for repetitions) to check the quality of type and
placement of filler words and repetitions.

Table 5 shows a drop in performance for models
fine-tuned on augmented data on the spoken test
set. The addition of sentences from new domain,
along with updated syntactic structure seems to
bring noise when compared with the spoken genre
dataset. SMM_data_aug has the worst dip in the per-
formance on the Samanantar test set. It tends to
add extra filler words even if they are not present
in the source sentence. This might be due to the
misalignments of fillers and repetitions in the syn-
thetic parallel sentences. The other two models
SMdata_aug and SMM_mix have comparable perfor-
mance on the test set.

We check the En-Hi spoken translation systems
quality on the VOICE dataset. SMdata_aug performs
the best, and the placement of filler words and
repetitions are also relatively accurate. The other
three models struggled with such features. Figure 5
shows some translation outputs of SMdata_aug.

8 Discussion

The En→Hi spoken translation system fine-tuned
on the synthesized data from our rule-based method

Cont. Pres. Fluency Ft_sc.
Msp 2.7 ± 1.08 2.6 ± 1.07 0.14
SMM_mix 1.9 ± 2.02 2.0 ± 2.11 0.14
SMM_data_aug 2.6 ± 1.64 2.7 ± 1.76 0.28
SMdata_aug 3.7 ± 0.42 3.8 ± 0.42 3.10

Table 6: Manual evaluation results of En→Hi Spoken
Translation System on VOICE 2.0. The results are cal-
culated for 50 randomly sampled translated outputs.

performs quite well for spontaneous En examples.
It not only applies the repetitions well, but also
introduces the filler words at correct places. On the
other hand, the baseline model failed to recognize
and add fillers and repetitions. Since we didn’t
have any spontaneous examples in Hi, we could
not empirically evaluate Hi→En. However, we
expect similar performance from that as well.

We note that our output style evaluation relies on
our genre classifier. For En, it has a varied training
set but still it fails to work with unseen non-lexical
fillers. For Hi, the classifier is even less reliable
and should be used with caution. Clearly, there is a
need for better genre classifiers.

It would be interesting to see the results for Mmix
fine-tuned on back-translated data with added spo-
ken features. Due to lower quality back-translation
outputs, we could not perform the experiments with
it. One approach can be finetuning the models on
the Samanantar dataset for the Hi-En language pair
and then using the model for back-translation. An-
other interesting experiment can also be checking
the dependency of the model on controlled spoken
features in training data and the extent to which
they can be added without disturbing the content.

9 Conclusion

This paper proposes two main methods to synthe-
size parallel spoken data using existing written-
genre parallel texts. Given the written input, the
data-driven method produces a naturally-looking
spoken output; however, it fails to ensure appro-
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priate parallelism of explicit spoken features. The
alternative rule-based approach has precise align-
ments of such features. Furthermore, we check the
usability of the created parallel texts by fine-tuning
Hi-En NMT models on merely 50k sentence pairs.
The model fine-tuned on the synthetic corpus cre-
ated using our rule-based method gives the best
results. For En→Hi translation, it produces rela-
tively decent results, and unlike the baseline model,
it introduces correct non-lexical fillers at the proper
places.
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